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Rights list of  
German publishers 2019 
German children’s and young adult books 
are very much in demand among in-
ternational licensees and an absolute  
export hit for German publishers, being 
the top selling foreign rigths category. 

For many years, the Frankfurter Buchmesse 
has been inviting German publishers to 
exhibit a selection of their books abroad 
in order to meet this great demand.

This year, 14 renowned publishers will  
participate in the Children’s Books on Tour 
collection. 

A total of 56 compelling titles will be  
displayed and promoted at 18 foreign 
book fairs and at our foreign offices in 
China, the USA, Russia and India. 

You’ll find all the information about the 
books in this rights list. 

© Frankfurter Buchmesse/Marc Jacquemin
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Arena
The Shell Collector. Your Destiny is Waiting
Charlotte Richter

Mariel had always expected to be happy on the island  
of Amlon. Surrounded by pearl-white beaches and the tur-
quoise sea, what else could she possibly need? But, deep 
down, Mariel feels that she does not belong. While her 
friends enjoy life in paradise, she feels drawn to anything that 
is less than perfect. Like her beloved shells with their cracks, 
and Sander, the boy with whom she shares her first kiss. But 
she can never be with him, because one of the rules in Am-
lon is that you can only find happiness with your ideal part-
ner, and whoever rebels against this rule will be banned 
forever!

Ages: 12+

€ 18.-

All rights available

Arena
The Crispbread Quarrel. 
Chaos at Grandma and Grandpa‘s
Bob Konrad
Illustrated by: Daniela Kohl

What was supposed to be a peaceful visit to their grand- 
parents’ house quickly turns to chaos, as the protagonists 
Mayo and Super come to find on their first day in Vogelzwitsch.  
A huge argument has broken out between Grandma Elfe 
and Grandpa Isi. At first it’s just about crispbread, but before 
long all the grown-up inhabitants of the village are on the war 
path – going at each other with walkers, smelly socks and 
vegetable catapults. Will Mayo and Super be able to inter-
vene and restore peace?

Ages: 8+

€ 12.-

All rights available
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Arena
Paulina, The Little Bumblebee. 
The Daring Adventures of the Bug Gang
Hanna Kirschbaum
Illustrated by: Christine Kugler

In the kingdom of Crawlonia every day promises a special 
adventure. Especially since Paulina the little bumblebee 
has made the acquaintance of the ladybird Marie, the stag 
beetle Rudi, and the weevil Whiskers. Together they save a 
butterfly wedding from the mean mosquito mob, make a 
little stink bug happy and help the rose chafer Emeraldo to 
fulfil his dreams. But then the little caterpillar Greeny goes 
missing and no one can figure out where he is – will they be 
able to work together to find their friend again?
A story book full of quirky stories from the marvellous world 
of insects!

Ages: 4+

€ 13.-

All rights available

Arena
Vico Dragonbrother 
The Secret of the Glittering Amulet
Oliver Pautsch
Illustrated by: Timo Grubing

Alone among dragons! Vico Dragonbrother is the only human 
in a family of dragons. Although he can’t fly himself, he loves 
nothing more than frolicking through the clouds with his 
dragon siblings. But one day, when his sister followes a mys-
terious glittering light, she ends up in serious difficulties in 
the forbidden hilly forest; Vico must bravely follow her and 
embark upon his first big adventure.

Ages: 7+

€ 8.99

All rights available
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Beltz & Gelberg 
The Story of the Lion Who Couldn‘t Cook 
Martin Baltscheit
Illustrated by: Martin Baltscheit

The Lioness is tired of eating only bones, and demands that 
the Lion bring her a fine meal; until he does, there will be 
no more kisses! The other animals offer suggestions, but 
they leave the Lion‘s tummy growling: The bird recommends 
mousse of worm and fly, the cat raves about bird wrapped 
in bacon, the frog loves bug croquettes, the stork, in con-
trast, prefers fresh frog and chips. Lion comes to understand 
– to each his own! But will this realization help him to create 
a perfect dinner for Lioness?

Ages: 5+

€ 13.95

All rights available

Beltz & Gelberg 
Toni. And all because of Renato Flash 
Philip Waechter
Illustrated by: Philip Waechter

What Toni wants more than anything in the world is a pair of 
Renato Flash soccer cleats. He believes he won’t be able to 
achieve his goal of becoming a world famous soccer player 
without them. Unfortunately, Toni‘s mother is not convinced, 
so Toni has to go about making his wish come true by him-
self…

Ages: 6#

€ 14.95

Rights sold: Spain 
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Beltz & Gelberg 
Full of Anger 
Jörg Isermeyer
Illustrated by: Jan von Holleben (photos)

ANGER. It can make children quake. Parents, too. It is red hot, 
powerful, gripping. It can be explosive. When it dissipates, 
it leaves both children and parents exhausted and often 
with unanswered questions: What just happened? Where 
did that anger come from? Photographer Jan von Holleben 
pursues exactly this question and captures 12 typical 
situations that make children angry, creating a vibrant photo 
picture book in which children and parents can find them-
selves leading to mutual talks and reflection.

Ages: 4+

€ 12.95

All rights available 

Beltz & Gelberg 
The Huge Black Bird 
Stefanie Höfler

Ben and his younger brother wake up on a sunny October 
day to find that their mother has passed away. Ben, the 
story’s narrator, talks about the days that follow: the shock, 
how her passing makes him feel, and how each member of 
his family reacts to it in a different way. He remembers his 
mother’s legendary stories, or how she loved to climb up 
chestnut trees – and finds comfort in the delicate softness 
of a feather floating out of the sky. A story of the unimagi-
nable, of great intensity and closeness, full of consolation 
and confidence.

Ages: 12+

€ 13.95

All rights available 
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Bibliographisches Institut (Duden) 
My Totally Crazy Box of Numbers 
Christiane Wittenburg

My totally crazy box of numbers – exciting fun for children 
aged 6 and up. The aim of this game is to capture the chee-
tah of numbers, who is notoriously fast and hard to catch. 
Kids playfully enter the world of calculating by themselves 
or in the company of others. Who is best in reckoning wins 
the game and becomes the queen or king of the chase. 
The basic game contains the set of cards “My first num-
bers” (featuring the assignment of quantity, number and 
numeral). Further sets of cards with different topics and le-
vels of difficulty are available. Furthermore the box contains 
a magnet board and figures, game instruction, game pad 
and joker cards. For really difficult tasks there is an overview 
board showing the multiplication table up to hundreds. 
Also available in this series: My totally crazy box of words. 
Catch the cheetah of words.

Ages: 6+

€ 19.95

All rights available 

Bibliographisches Institut (Duden) 
I am Yola. Who are You 
My Friends From All Over the World 

Janine Eck

Yola‘s family is from Greece and she would like to be a magi-
cian. Selma has Turkish roots and likes thunderstorms. Tayo 
is Nigerian, and dreams of flying to the moon. The three of 
them all live in Germany. They became best friends when 
they met in their kindergarten group. That’s why Selma and 
Tayo entered their names in Yola’s book of friendship, as 
well as Lene, Liliana, Tarek, Can, and Zohra. Yola’s book of 
friendship shows that all kids think the same way and are 
interested in many of the same things, no matter where they 
come from and what culture they belong to. Happy pictu-
res, funny drawings, and many languages stand right next 
to the German expression. Going through this richly illustra-
ted book, kids, parents, and kindergarten teachers discover 
a lot about other cultural backgrounds which helps them to 
better understand each other.

Ages: 4+

€ 10.-

All rights available 
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Bibliographisches Institut (Duden) 
Out of Bounds – My Crazy Vacation Pad 
Angelika Sust

No more boredom during school holidays! This activity pad 
is a jam-packed bag full of puzzles, riddles, games, colou-
ring pages and much more. Of course, “out of bounds” also 
stands for quite a few suggestions for (harmless) pranks and 
practical jokes, so hold on to your seats … Adults, prepare 
to be pranked!

There are 3 more activity pads available, also for kids ages 
7 and up. 

Ages: 8+

€ 5.-

All rights available 

Bibliographisches Institut (Duden) 
Do Numbers Grow on Trees? 
Ute Müller-Wolfangel

„Do numbers grow on trees?“ offers creative exercises, en- 
ticing ideas and thrilling challenges for kids from the age of 
4. Catching a zero, discovering the world under the sea or 
building a maze of numbers? All that and more is possib-
le. Kids can independently explore the world of numbers up 
to 10. Hidden behind the visually appealing layout you will 
find as much content as brains. Kids can be creative, solve 
puzzles, guess, count, explore, and shape content to their 
hearts – whatever they want to do!
The tasks are not consecutive, so children can start at any 
point where they feel most comfortable. They can jump 
front to back and back to front any way they like. The tasks 
are designed in a way that everyone can explore their full 
potential! 
The series „Weltenfänger“ offers 7 more booklets, pertaining 
to topics such as letters, animals, cars, countries and disco-
vering oneself.

Ages: 4+

€ 12.-

All rights available 
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Carl Hanser Verlag 
The Goat on the Moon, or Living in the Moment
Stefan Beuse
Illustrated by: Sophie Greve 

This is a philosophical adventure for children and grown-
ups who have not forgotten the feeling of wonder. There 
is a goat who lives on the moon – alone, but happy. Every 
day new and curious things land on the moon and the goat 
has names for them all. With these things – pretty and sad, 
useful and dangerous – the goat builds her life. Without 
any obligations the goat can listen to the stars’ whisper 
and taste the ocean in her dreams. Until something big and 
mysterious lands on the moon crater; it makes noises and 
seems to be alive. It’s very strange, yet beautiful, and some-
how it changes shape when you think about it. This thing 
requires the goat’s courage. This is a book full of wonder 
that shows us how rich, crazy, and poetic life can be.

For all ages

€ 14.-

Rights sold: Turkey

Carl Hanser Verlag 
My Other-Grandpa 
Rolf Barth
Illustrated by: Daniela Bunge

Grandpa is Nele’s best friend; he always has time for Nele 
and looks after her. He is a real old-fashioned gentleman, 
with his white shirts and his fancy jackets, and the way he 
always raises his hat to greet everyone he sees. He likes fis-
hing and going for walks with Nele; or baking a cake and 
visiting Grandma where she is buried at the cemetery. Until 
one day, when Nele encounters Grandpa unshaved in his 
pajamas – in the middle of the afternoon. Something’s not 
right. Grandpa has started to forget certain things, inclu-
ding sometimes Nele’s name. From time to time he even 
sticks out his tongue at the neighbors. What is wrong? And 
what can Nele do? She is convinced that there must be so-
mething; she knows already how to bake and look after her 
Other-Grandpa, and tomorrow she will learn how to shave 
his face and tie his tie.

Ages: 5+

€ 14.-

Rights sold: Spain
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Carl Hanser Verlag 
That‘s a Pretty Kettle of Fish - In 80 Idioms 
Around the World 
Rolf-Bernhard Essig

Illustrated by: Regina Kehn

80 stories about idioms from around the world – entertai-
ningly narrated by the “Master of Idioms” Rolf-Bernhard Es-
sig. In Ireland they say: The slug is the most dangerous fish 
in the sea. In Finland they say: I’ll wait here with my beard 
in the mailbox! And in Palestine: It’s a goat, even if it flies. 
Where do these idioms come from? What do they mean? 
This book tells the fascinating stories behind idioms from 
various regions and languages. If you know the stories be-
hind them, you’ll better understand the sayings, and by un-
derstanding them you’ll learn more about the countries and 
cultures in which they occur. Maybe you’ll realize that many 
cultures share similar wisdoms. Are you ready for this jour-
ney to over 40 countries?

Ages: 11+

€ 14.-

All rights available

Carl Hanser Verlag 
Bear Strong 
Illustrated by: Helme Heine

Every child knows: bears are strong and dangerous. But 
books are even stronger! This is what little Nandi teaches 
the bear.
When the bear’s stomach growls like thunder, all inhabi-
tants of the forest seek shelter immediately. Only little Nandi 
doesn’t seem to care, because she’s reading a thrilling story. 
This makes the bear terribly angry: »I’m the strongest bear 
in the world. Why are you not afraid of me?« — »My book is 
stronger than a bear,« replies Nandi calmly, and uses her 
book to shield him from the pelting rain. And when the ar-
row of a hunter is aimed at him, it gets stuck in Nandi’s book 
instead of the bear’s pelt. »But you can’t devour your book,« 
the bear insists. Instead Nandi swiftly builds a book lad-
der for him, so that he can pluck the most delicious fruits 
from the treetop. While the bear is eating, she reads him the 
most delightful stories. Books really are as strong as bears!

Ages: 5+

€ 14.-

Rights sold: China, Korea
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Carlsen
The Rumbylthing
Julie Leuze

Illustrated by: Astrid Henn

Rumblything is a magician’s pet, whose favorite foods are 
dust bunnies and little pebbles. Sounds strange, doesn’t it? 
The magician has become too busy with his magical tasks to 
spend much time with their companion, so Rumbylthing de-
cides to look for more of its own kind. After an exciting jour-
ney, Rumbylthing has not only found more friends, it has finally 
found out what it really is … an enchanted vacuum cleaner.

Ages: 5+

€ 12.-

Rights sold: Denmark

Carlsen 
The Last Sheep
Ulrich Hub

Illustrated by: Jörg Mühle

A story from the point of view of a sheep in Bethlehem, who 
narrates the (truly true) tale of Christmas!

Ages: 8+

€ 14.-

All rights available 
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Carlsen
The Worlds-Express
Anca Sturm

Illustrated by: Bente Schlick (only cover)

Flinn misses her brother, who disappeared two years ago. A 
postcard showing a huge, jet black train is all that she has 
received from him as far as updates on where he is or how he 
is doing. But when one night this very train stops in her home-
town, she doesn’t hesitate to climb aboard. Looking for her 
brother, she realizes that the train is full of secrets, and one 
dark secret leads to him …The train is called the “Worlds Ex-
press”, a boarding school on wheels that is as extraordinary as 
its students and teachers. Albert Einstein, Marie Curie, Nelson 
Mandela and many others who changed the world with their 
remarkable legacies all attended the school. The train itself is 
invisible to the naked eye, and is powered by “magitech.” Flinn 
does not find herself remarkable at all, and besides, she’s not 
a regular student, but only a stowaway…but why was the train 
not invisible to her?

Ages: 5+

€ 10.99

Rights sold: Korea, Czech Republic, Slovak Republic, Poland, 

Russia

Carlsen 
Hibernation Hotel
Thomas Krüger

Illustrated by: Eleanor Sommer

Deep in the forest, a fox runs the Hibernate Hotel. There’s 
room for all the denizens of the forest here. The hiberna-
tors are made comfortable and are well taken care of by 
the fox. He makes tea with honey for the bear, gets special 
blankets for the bat, helps the badger keep his ears warm, 
and looks for the slumber nut, because without it, the squir-
rel can’t get a wink of sleep.

Ages: 3+

€ 13.-

All rights available 
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cbj Verlag
Theo and the Secret of the Black Raven 
Ute Krause

Illustrated by: Ute Krause

One night, a three-masted ship lands in the tree outside 
Theo‘s window; a genuine pirate furtively climbs into his 
room, and Theo thinks he is in the middle of a bad dre-
am. But then the crazy crew kidnap him and take him on 
a journey of adventure across the seven seas! During his 
adventure Theo again has to step outside of his comfort 
zone – partly because he has to brave the dangers of the 
oceans, but also because this journey is taking him a little 
closer to his missing father…

Ages: 9+

€ 16.-

All rights available

cbj Verlag 
The Secrets of Oaksend-  
The Monster Test
Andrea Martin

Illustrated by: Max Meinzold

Oaksend is a place of magic. Legend has it that not far 
from the little town, near the old druid‘s stone, there is a 
linkup between the human world and the mentora, also 
known as the monster world. Robin knows nothing about it, 
until one day he accidentally opens the gate to a cosmos 
of amazing creatures. He can‘t believe his eyes when one 
evening he encounters Melvin, a real live monster, standing 
in the middle of his room! As a budding “protection mons-
ter” Melvin sees it as his duty to protect the people close to 
him from all manner of evil, and it so happens that Robin is 
in urgent need of such help. What will happen if the world 
as he knows it goes out of joint? With his hatchpatch, a kind 
of magical express tunnel, Melvin manages to get his friend 
to safety. But Melvin is not the only monster in Oaksend, and 
not all monsters come with the best of intentions…

Ages: 10+

€ 13.-

All rights available
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cbj Verlag
Ophelia Scale -  
The World Will Burn
Lena Kiefer

18-year-old Ophelia Scale lives in England in the not too 
distant future, where the regent has decreed that techno-
logy is forbidden. The technophile Ophelia has joined the 
resistance and is selected to apply to the royal secret ser-
vice. If she wins the tough competition, she will, as one of 
the regent’s bodyguards, be in a position to assassinate 
him. But when she arrives at the palace she falls despera-
tely in love with the charming Lucien – the regent‘s brother. 
Ophelia must ultimately decide between loyalty and be-
trayal, love and hate…

Ages: 14+

€ 18.-

All rights available

cbj Verlag 
Queen Bee
Claudia Praxmayer

“In the palm of my trembling hand there lay, faintly shimme-
ring in the sun, a bee as black as the night.“
Yet that uncanny creature that Mel finds in front of the bee- 
hive in the garden is not one of the velvety bees she so 
loves. Quite the opposite in fact: it is a deadly miniature 
drone apparently aiming to wreak havoc on its living fellow 
bees. Mel wonders, who would want to exterminate the bee 
colonies in San Francisco, especially considering that their 
species is already endangered? She and her four roomma-
tes are horrified, and decide that it is their duty to get to 
the bottom of the matter. Their investigations unexpectedly 
take them straight to the center of a highly explosive con-
spiracy…

Ages: 14+

€ 17.-

All rights available
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Coppenrath Verlag
Letters from Felix
A Little Rabbit Travels Round the World 
(25th anniversary edition) 
Annette Langen

Illustrated by: Constanza Droop

Little Sophie is inconsolable: her beloved cuddly rabbit Felix 
was lost at the airport. But then mail arrives from London - 
a letter from Felix! More letters follow, from Paris, Rome, Cai-
ro, from a safari in Kenya and New York. His humorous letters 
about countries and their people, placed in six real stamped 
envelopes, are exciting and informative at the same time. Felix 
the rabbit has been taking children‘s hearts by storm for 25 
years: The books about the well-traveled rabbit with a pas-
sion for writing have been translated into 29 languages - an 
international success story! Letters from Felix has become a 
modern classic.

Ages: 5+

€ 25.-

Rights sold: Bulgaria, China, Israel, Japan, Poland, Romania, 

Vietnam

Coppenrath Verlag 
Feel and Search!  
My Big Search-and-Find Book
Illustrated by: Yayo Kawamura

An enchanting world of pictures to peruse and discoveries 
to be made. There’s so much going on! But on each page 
one character is doing something different to the others. 
A fish swims against the current, a mouse has a rest, and 
what’s that cat doing? Little detectives can feel and see at 
once: that’s where the rebel is hiding! Lots of search-and-
find fun, and countless little stories. 

Ages: 18 months+

€ 14.-

Rights sold: Spanish
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Coppenrath Verlag
Scaredy Frog -
An animal crime story in green – er, blue
Kai Lüftner

Illustrated by: Günther Jakobs

Hope the frog is a little bit different. While his green friends 
croak away to themselves and eat flies on the banks of the 
pond, he seldom ventures out of his hiding place. And how 
can he, when his skin is as bright blue as the Blue Hope dia-
mond? For a frog, it’s absolutely fatal. But when Hope disco-
vers a dead body in the pond one day, his life changes in an 
instant: instead of hiding as per usual, he quickly decides to 
set off into the world of humans... and triggers a chain of tu-
multuous events that brings chaos to the life of the blue frog 
and the pond’s other inhabitants.

Ages: 9+

€ 14.-

All rights available

Coppenrath Verlag 
The Grumbletroll
Barbara van den Speulhof

Illustrated by: Stephan Pricken

Idea and concept by: aprilkind

The little troll feels terribly angry, like there’s a storm raging 
inside of him. His stupid hut continues to collapse, even af-
ter all the trouble he has gone through to build it. And the 
stupid tree will not drop a single apple, no matter how much 
he shoves and shakes it. Inside, he feels lightning shooting 
out of the sky and thunder rumbling and grumbling mightily. 
Yes, that’s exactly how he feels: he’s a troll who rumbles and 
grumbles. A grumbletroll! We all know the feelings of anger 
and frustation when things don‘t go the way we want them 
to. And the grumbletroll does, too. Our playful picture book 
helps children put a stop to fits of rage.

Ages: 3+

€ 14.-

Rights sold: Romania
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Finken-Verlag
LOGICO PICCOLO - Learning Game

LOGICO PICCOLO is a learning game with self-checking for 
children from 5 to 11 years. LOGICO is ubiquitous, universal, 
tried and tested in practice. Children can play and learn 
with LOGICO, wherever they are: at school, at home, on a 
train, ...
LOGICO plastic boards are child-safe and very durab-
le. Because of the high quality, schools can use LOGICO 
boards and learning cards for many years. And finally, a 
major strong suit for schools: There are no loose parts. 
Because the LOGICO board is a universal learning tool, it 
can be adapted to different international (school) systems 
and learning conditions.
LOGICO PICCOLO learning cards are available for the fol-
lowing subjects: Mathematics, Learn-to-Read, English and 
General Knowledge.

Ages: 5+

€ 19.50
Rights sold: Belgium, Czech Republic, Finland, France, Greece, 
Hungary, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Serbia, 
Slovakia, Spain, Turkey, Australia, China P.R., India, Indonesia, 
Korea, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, 
Syria, United Arab Emirates, Pakistan, Chile, Colombia

Finken-Verlag 
LOGICO PRIMO - Learning Game

LOGICO PRIMO is an educational game with self-checking 
for children from 3 to 6 years for learning in kindergarten, 
at pre-school and at home. LOGICO PRIMO board with 6 
handy moveable buttons is designed for children between 
the ages of 3 and 6. With the help of LOGICO PRIMO lear-
ning cards, children develop concentration & perception, 
logical thinking, colors & shapes, numeracy, Reading Rea-
diness, sequencing, sorting and classifying, language de-
velopment.

Ages: 3+

€ 16.50

Rights sold: Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Finland, 

France, Greece, Hungary, Lithuania, Netherlands, Poland, 

Portugal, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Slovakia, Spain, Tur-

key, Australia, China P.R., India, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, 

Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, Syria, United Arab 

Emirates, Pakistan, Chile, Colombia
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Finken-Verlag
Easy Times Tables

Annabella Diephaus, Auguste Niemeyer
Illustrated by: Svenja Doering

Easy Times Tables offers children a quick and easy start to 
multiplication. The learning cards promote the basic con-
cepts of multiplication. Assignments with pictures relating 
to Montessori pearl bars give children a hands-on and de-
scriptive introduction. Children first learn the easier core 
tasks. These are the basis for solving more difficult multipli-
cation tasks.

Ages: 6+

€ 16.90

Rights sold: Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Finland, 
France, Greece, Hungary, Lithuania, Netherlands, Poland, 
Portugal, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Slovakia, Spain, Tur-
key, Australia, China P.R., India, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, 
Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, Syria, United Arab 
Emirates, Pakistan, Chile, Colombia

Finken-Verlag 
My first Logic Puzzles

Britta Vorbach
Illustrated by: Nadine Bougie

Logic thinking skills are essential for children to understand the 
world, draw own conclusions and the decision making pro-
cess. My first Logic Puzzles train logical thinking in a child-sui-
table and playful way.

In various motivating logic games such as finding pairs, assig-
ning puzzle pieces, etc., children train their concentration and 
logical thinking skills.

Ages: 3+

€ 14.90
Rights sold: Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Finland, 
France, Greece, Hungary, Lithuania, Netherlands, Poland, 
Portugal, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Slovakia, Spain, Tur-
key, Australia, China P.R., India, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, 
Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, Syria, United Arab 
Emirates, Pakistan, Chile, Colombia
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Fischer Kinder- und Jugendbuch Verlag
Dragon Awakening
Valija Zinck

Illustrated by: Annabelle von Sperber

When Ms. Tossilo unpacks her suitcase after yet another va-
cation, she is up for a big surprise: Those are not her clothes! 
And she is certainly not the owner of the gold-veined egg 
hidden beneath them. As hypnotised, she stares at the egg 
in wonder, when suddenly, a dragon hatches from it. Impos-
sible! After all, Ms. Tossilo’s flat is on the eighth floor, in the 
middle of Berlin! But altough the dragon captures her heart 
before long, taking care of a dragon baby is too much for Ms. 
Tossilo to handle on her own. Luckily, Janka and Johann, the 
children living next door, are ready to help. The three of them 
enjoy their new, exciting life with the dragon Kurmo Silfur, but 
it cannot last long: the dragon actually belongs to a large 
multi-national company, and is incredibly valuable to them. 
Hired men are already on their way to bring the dragon back 
to its owners – at all costs. A breathtaking adventure begins…

Ages: 14+

€ 20.-

Rights sold: Estonian

Fischer Kinder- und Jugendbuch Verlag 
The Enchanted Garden – Secrets are Blue
Nelly Möhle

Illustrated by: Eva Schöffmann-Davidov

When Tilda accidentally takes a beautiful blue flower across
the high wall surrounding the wild garden next door, she 
does not suspect anything of the secret that lies within it. 
She smells at the petals shimmering in all shades of blue 
just once and – poof! – becomes invisible! Of course,  
Tilda and her friend Anni have to climb over the wall again 
– maybe there are more magical flowers to be found.  
However, entering the garden is strictly forbidden. And its 
creepy owner definitely wants his magical flower back and 
keeps an eye on the two girls… There is something the two 
girls do not know yet: They will succeed the guardian of the 
magical plants and learn to use their miraculous powers 
for the good in the world – and will have lots of fun in the  
meantime.

Ages: 8+

€ 13.-

All rights available
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Fischer Kinder- und Jugendbuch Verlag 
Good Night? Sleep tight!
Nastja Holtfreter

Illustrated by: Nastja Holtfreter

> Favorite topic “Good Night”
> Original surprising effects and funny slides on every page!
> Puzzle fun with a wild variety of animals: How do lions, lla-
mas, and others sleep?

Ages: 2+

€ 8.99

All rights available

Fischer Kinder- und Jugendbuch Verlag 
Next Time You Go Away
Annette Herzog

Illustrated by: Ingrid and Dieter Schubert

Tibula To’s mother is away on travels for ten long days. Tibula 
To misses her terribly, most of all when he gets teased for not 
being able to swim properly. But then he makes up his mind 
to simply learn how to swim, and to surprise his mother with 
his new skill. When she finally returns (a day early, because 
she, too, has missed Tibula To), she is astounded to see Tibula 
To swim toward her: “Next time you travel I will learn how to 
fly,” he shouts. Want to bet that he will manage that, too?

Ages: 4+

€ 14.99

Rights sold: Dutch
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KaleaBook
Herbal Witch Thymiana at the Goblin King 
(Scent Book)
Jacqueline und Daniel Kauer

Illustrated by: Jacqueline Kauer

An enchanting witch story with wonderfully scented pages 
and many herbal recipes. Rub just over the pages in the 
book and sniff out 14 great scents. The little herbal witch 
Thymiana is well acquainted with herbs. But spells and wit-
ches‘ broom flying is not her thing. So she sometimes lands 
in the forest lake or sets her witch kitchen on fire. One day 
her grandmother gets sick. Together with her sister Laven-
da, Thymiana has to go off to find the healing Inguru root. 
But there is one problem: The Inguru root only grows in the 
eerie goblin forest where the grumpy goblin king rules. Will 
Lavenda and Thymiana find the root to heal their grand-
mother?

Ages: 4+

€ 25.90

All rights available

KaleaBook 
Fredy fibs – Lies have long necks: 
Jacqueline und Daniel Kauer

Illustrated by: Jacqueline Kauer

A funny book about friendship and trust and why lying is not 
worthwhile. It‘s great to have a good friend. Even better, if 
you can share everything with him. Fredy and Fauli are best 
friends. Fredy is cool. Fredy is popular and Fredy is ... incre-
dibly successful. But is that really true? Because he does 
not always take it with the truth. Fredy fibs what it‘s worth. 
But beware! This can also end badly.

Ages: 4+

€ 18.90

All rights available
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KaleaBook
Samus pride and joy
Jacqueline und Daniel Kauer

Illustrated by: Jacqueline Kauer

Samu is the most handsome hedgehog far and wide and his 
gorgeous and shiny spikes are his pride and joy. However, one 
morning he finds a couple of spikes laying on his moss bed. 
Unfortunately, that is not all. No, he loses all of his spikes. Samu 
is sad and starts hiding. Who in the world wants a hedgehog 
boy without spikes? But there is somebody, who accepts the 
little hedgehog boy exactly the way he is. Unique and beau-
tiful.

Ages: 4+

€ 18.90

All rights available

KaleaBook 
Bodo seeks true love
Jacqueline und Daniel Kauer

Illustrated by: Jacqueline Kauer

Bodo wants to fall in love. But where is his big love? He seeks 
and seeks and seeks ... But does he find his happiness?

A wonderful picture book about love. With many wonderful 
words of love from readers, which were immortalized into 
the book. 

Ages: 4+

€ 12.90

All rights available
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Loewe Verlag
The Mouse Knight
Cornelia Funke

Illustrated by: Annette Swoboda

Knight Tristan is fed up! It is clear that too many mice are 
living in his castle. To get this situation under control again, 
he brings in a famous cat named Meg; She is known every- 
where for being the best mouse-catcher in the kingdom. 
His plan seems to be successful; only three mice survive 
Meg‘s hunt. Just as they are about to give up, the brave 
mouse knight Gaiwan Greytail hurries to their rescue. He is 
sure that they can get rid of mean Meg. 
Their motto: Offence is the best defense!
This compelling story by bestselling-author Cornelia Funke 
shows that solidarity and bravery are more important than 
size.

Ages: 3+

€ 12.95

Rights sold: Danish, Dutch,  English (worldwide), Romanian

Loewe Verlag 
Thalamus
Ursula Poznanski

After a serious accident, 17-year-old Timo recovers at a re-
mote rehab clinic, giving his bone fractures and traumatic 
brain injury a chance to heal. However, he soon realizes that 
strange things are happening in the house: The boy he is 
sharing a room with appears to be in a vegetative state, 
at least during the day, but at nighttime he walks around 
and threatens to kill Timo if he ever speaks up about it. Then 
Timo starts to develop new abilities which he should not 
have. He does things he shouldn‘t do and knows things he 
shouldn‘t know. 
Ursula Poznanski addresses the opportunities and dangers 
of modern brain research in her newest thriller. Her experience 
as medical journalist truly adds to the story. She masterfully  
connects current scientific research with a fascinating  
fictional storyline.

Ages: 14+/All Age

€ 16.95

All rights available
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Loewe Verlag
The Ace Striker - 
Help, I bought a Football Pro!
Ocke Bandixen

Illustrated by: Pascal Nöldner

Tim loves nothing more than football! But actually, he is not 
the best player on the field and prefers to play virtually - on 
his football app. Suddenly, one of the fooball professionals 
rings the doorbell. He only bought him on his app, didn‘t he? 
Now the famous Sergio Mavalli wants to join his team! 
His team really does need help... but how can they keep all of 
this a secret? A great debut by journalist and father of four 
Ocke Bandixen with the upcoming illustrator Pascal Nöldner. 
They not only tell a humorous and original football story, but 
show that friendship and solidarity are important qualities - 
on and off the field. 

Ages: 8+

€ 6.95

All rights available

Loewe Verlag
The Hayloft Gang -
Investigators with Sheep Wit
Ann-Katrin Heger

Illustrated by: Dominik Rupp

Who would have thought that? Even though Wolle and Hilde 
opened up their very own investigative bureau in the hay-
loft of the big barn, no one uses their services. As they start 
looking around on the farm their very first case appears 
right in front of their eyes: The piglet Pigsel saw a big and 
scary stranger wandering around, and he looked grey, dark, 
and mysterious! For the two detectives this sounds really 
suspicious - maybe it is a wolf! They come up with a clever 
plan to catch the stranger...

Ages: 9+

€ 9.95

All rights available
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moses. Verlag
Expedition Nature –  
The Big Outdoor Adventure Book
Bärbel Oftring
Illustrated by: Johann Brandstetter, Thomas Müller, Angeli-
ka Neiser, Arno Kolb, Claudia Müller, Kirsten Schlag, Gerd  
Ohnesorge

On your mark, get set, go:  Carving, building, playing or geo-
caching, spring, summer, autumn or winter – this book con-
tains 120 ideas for a true outdoor adventure!

Ages: 8+

€ 9.95

All rights available

moses. Verlag 
Imagine You Were... 
An Animal in the Forest
Bärbel Oftring

Illustrated by: Alexandra Helm

What is a fox’s daily routine? Do hedgehogs have friends? 
The new series ‘Imagine You Were ...’ invites children to ex-
perience the world from the animals‘ point of view– and 
does so in their favorite way: role-playing. Addressing young 
readers from the ‘you’ point of view, Bärbel Oftring uses her 
easy, engaging style to describe what it would be like to be 
an animal.
• 20 animals per book
• Combination of exceptional illustrations and stunning photos
• Fascinating facts on different topics that kids love

Ages: 5+

€ 12.95

All rights available
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moses. Verlag
School Stories - 
50 Mind-Bending Mysteries for the Sharpest School 
Kids
Corinna Harder

Illustrated by: Helmut Kollars

When the school bell rings, the class goes wild and the kids 
take over – then it’s time for a round of guessing that won’t 
leave a dry eye among them.
All of these stories and mysteries have been tested and ap-
proved by schoolchildren. Stories from everyday school life in 
2018, exactly as they COULD HAVE happened – topical and 
up to the minute.

Ages: 8+

€ 9.95

Rights sold: Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Czech Republic, Den-

mark, France, Japan, Poland, Slovak Republic, Spain

 
moses. Verlag 
50 Zoo Animals
Carola von Kessel

Illustrated by: Arno Kolb

From apes to zebras, this set of cards presents the 50 most 
common zoo animals. It’s the perfect companion the next 
time you visit the zoo, and contains lots of fascinating facts 
and quiz questions about different subjects.

Ages: 6+

€ 7.95

Rights sold: Czech Republic, Slovak Republic, The Netherlands
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Ravensburger Buchverlag
Edition Piepmatz: Everything has a Name
Illustrated by: Frau Annika

There is so much to learn when you are small and the world is 
still so fresh and undiscovered. What is inside Mama’s purse? 
What is there to see in a children’s room or in a café? Key, puz-
zle, and banana: everything has a name.

Age: 12 months

€ 12.99

All rights available

Ravensburger Buchverlag 
The Gripsy and the Bear
Charlotte Habersack

Illustrated by: SaBine Büchner

The bear is suspicious: he suspects that neighbors want to 
steal all of his money. For safety, he builds a wall with bar-
bed wire around his cave. A story of tolerance and friends-
hip that opens the eyes of young and old.
Previous and very successful title: The Gruesome Gripsy 
(January 2016).
A story about xenophobia and how it’s worth giving 
strangers a chance and getting to know them first. Be-
cause just like the gruesome Gripsy, strangers can turn out 
being very sweet and friendly fellows. (Rights sold: China, 
Denmark, Luxembourg, Sweden.)

Ages: 3+

€ 12.99

Rights sold: Luxembourgian (Luxembourg), Romanian  
(Romania), Spanish (Latin Amerca and the Spanish speaking 
parts of the USA)
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Ravensburger Buchverlag 
My First Favorite Story (series): 
I Love You, Little Mouse
Katja Reider

Illustrated by: Sebastien Braun

Mama Mouse and Little Mouse have been out and about 
all day long. When Little Mouse just can‘t go any further, 
mama carries her home, because there is nothing more 
precious in the world than her Little Mouse. The story un-
folds in enchanting illustrations with simple words, a testa-
ment to a mother‘s love for her child.

Ages: 18 months

€ 7.99

Rights sold: Hungarian (Hungary), Russian (worldwide)
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Ravensburger Buchverlag 
A Moment for Eternity (trilogy): 
The first book of The Truth of Lies
Rose Snow

June wants to spend a school year in England with her un-
cle and cousins. Even her arrival in legendary Cornwall do-
esn‘t go according to plan: her taxi has a flat tire and she 
has to ride on the back of a motorcycle behind Blake, who 
is not at all enthusiastic, but unbelievably handsome. He 
doesn‘t mention that he is her cousin. Only when they arrive 
at her uncle‘s manor house does she learn they are related, 
and also meet his brother Preston. He charms June with his 
humor and empathy, while Blake is more of the dark, rebel-
lious type.

The entire town seems to be under the spell of the fraternal 
twins‘ irresistible charms. One glance from their bright blue 
eyes is enough to manipulate people like marionettes. June 
is the exception, the only one immune to their allure, which 
visibly irritates the charismatic brothers but also compels 
them to vie for June‘s attention is a contest whose rules she 
doesn‘t understand. 

At school, June makes friends and learns more about the 
twins. Ever since the mysterious death of a young woman 
they both loved, the twins haven‘t spoken to each other. 
June also discovers that her cousins aren‘t actually related 
to her, but were adopted by her uncle. 
On a school outing to a Celtic stone circle, June suddenly 
feels something is different. She doesn‘t want to know an-
ything about the old, local legend that would explain her 
symptoms until she develops an unsettling ability to look 
people in the eye and discern whether they are lying or tel-
ling the truth. June now sees more than she wants to, and 
stumbles across several secrets. Only Blake and Preston, 
whom she alternately draws close and pushes away, re-
main closed to her; with them, her gift doesn‘t work.
A fight between the brothers reveals their secret: they can 
get other people to lie or tell the truth. June is the only per-
son they can‘t manipulate. They are both attracted to her, 
and June is torn between them, but continues to feel ex-
cluded because the twins are still withholding important 
information from her.

Ages: Young Adults

€ 17.99

Rights sold: German audio rights (Germany, Austria, Switzer-

land)
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Tessloff Verlag 
WAS IST WAS First Reading Bees 
Christina Braun

Biggi the honeybee takes first-time readers into the exci-
ting kingdom of bees. The texts teach the kids why bees are 
so indispensable, and all about how life in a beehive works. 
With its large fonts and clear layout, the new series „WAS IST 
WAS – First Reading“ is an ideal introduction to indepen-
dent reading. The main focus is on clarity and legibility of 
the texts. Info boxes, art illustrations and photos all arouse 
young readers’ curiosity, making text familiarization easier.

Ages: 7+

€ 7.95

Rights sold: Hungary

Tessloff Verlag 
Little Major Tom Vol. 6 -
Adventure on Mars 
Bernd Flessner

Illustrated by: Stefan Lohr

In this adventure story, the three young space researchers 
Little Major Tom, his girlfriend Stella, and the robot cat Plu-
tinchen all visit Mars. But while they’re calmly exploring the 
red planet, a sandstorm suddenly starts – and they only just 
manage to escape from it at the very last moment. Shortly 
afterwards their little spaceship, the “Space Racer”, nearly 
falls down the crater of a volcano! With lots of bravery and 
team spirit, the friends manage to master all these chal-
lenges, and continue with their galactic adventure. At the 
end of the book, as always, there is the logbook, containing 
basic facts to supplement and enhance the fantastic story. 
For readers ages 7 and up.

Ages: 7+

€ 8.95

Rights sold: Hungary
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Tessloff Verlag
BOOKii WAS IST WAS Junior
„Discover the Body!“
Sandra Noa, Martin Lickleder, Claudia Kaiser

Illustrated by: Silke Voigt

What does a heartbeat sound like? 
The new title BOOKii WAS IST WAS Junior „Discover Your Body!“ 
provides kids ages 4 and up with over 600 audios, informati-
ve texts and detailed illustrations about how the body works, 
and teaches them about all the important tasks of the indivi-
dual organs. 
Incredible records, exciting discovery flaps, and interactive 
games and puzzles all make learning a really fun experience.

Age 4+

€ 16.95

Rights sold: Hungary 

Tessloff Verlag 
WAS IST WAS The Book
Bernd Flessner

This ‘book about the book’ provides exciting information on 
one of humanity’s greatest cultural assets. From the emer-
gence of writing more than 5,000 years ago and the inven-
tion of book printing to today’s e-book, this WAS IST WAS 
volume traces the history of books - and also shows how 
they may continue to change in the future. Enhanced by 
numerous photos, illustrations and infographics, the volu-
me vividly conveys the various different steps involved from 
an idea to its realization as a book. What is work like for 
an author? What happens in the graphic department, and 
how does the book end up in the shops? Exciting special 
pages give book fans aged 8 years and up lots of extra 
knowledge!

Ages: 8+

€ 14.95

Rights sold: Hungary, P.R. China
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